Ludlow High School Supply List
Grade 7
Notebook for each class --- Each notebook should be used specifically for one class only
Two-Pocket Folder for each class
Plenty of Loose Leaf Paper
Several Pens and Pencils --- Pens should be blue/black ink
One pack of colored pencils
Earbuds to use in class

Grade 8
Notebook for each class --- Each notebook should be used specifically for one class only
Two-Pocket Folder for each class
Plenty of Loose Leaf Paper
Several Pens and Pencils --- Pens should be blue/black ink
One pack of colored pencils
Earbuds to use in class

Grade 9
Notebook for each class --- Each notebook should be used specifically for one class only
Two-Pocket Folder for each class
Plenty of Loose Leaf Paper
Several Pens and Pencils --- Pens should be blue/black ink
Gym shoes/shorts/sweatpants/T-shirts for PE
If taking Spanish, index cards are recommended
Earbuds to use in class

Grades 10, 11, 12
Notebook for each class --- Each notebook should be used specifically for one class only
Two-Pocket Folder for each class
Plenty of Loose Leaf Paper
Several Pens and Pencils --- Pens should be blue/black ink
If taking Spanish, index cards are recommended
Earbuds to use in class

               
These are basic supplies for each class. Because each class section or elective may
require more specific items (that don’t necessarily apply to all students in that particular
grade level), students should wait until teachers meet with them on the first day of school
to see if additional items may be needed.
If you are able to, teachers always welcome the donation of tissues, disinfecting wipes,
or hand sanitizer so that they can maintain a healthier classroom setting.
These are NOT required items.
If students cannot get all needed supplies, they should check with Mrs. Currin or
Mrs. Pedro for some basic supplies.

